
Interview analysis

 
 
 
This is interview analysis from interview with old clients of Digital Farmers. The 
interview was conducted in MAS museum in Antwerp on Friday 12.04.2019. 
 
Whole recording from interview can be found here: 

- voice recording 
- screen recording (from User Test) 
- pictures 

 
Analysis below tries to summarize interview to the most important quotes and 
abstracts of answers. The structure of the interview is as follows: 

- Part 1 - answers quotes and abstracts, KANO anlaysis 
- Part 2 - user test - insights 

 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HMqk2_0o7Qu-m7NLpp6K7l-N76cHZ0o2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nRj81YzcCcbonag4jPEB2Bk7kT4bE7mP
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MO9jITnwmGrZGxWJ71XWa4gF3NTM5xu0?usp=sharing
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Michal 
Maciejewski 
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Part 1 - interview 
 
R: Dear René, my name is Michal Maciejewski and this interview is conducted as 
part of mine graduation internship at the Hague University on User Experience 
Design Programme. Its aim is to understand what clients value the most and what 
they dislike in the process of collecting information at the beginning of the design 
process. 
 
All the data collected will be anonymous and used only for university purposes. The 
interview should not take more than 30 minutes. Before we start, do you have more 
questions? 
 
Client: No, questions. Let’s begin! 
 
R: First of all I would like to learn what kind of entrepreneur are you? What is your 
story? 
 
Client: René is 29 years old and he always worked for employer, but he didn’t like it. 
He always wanted to do something on his own and he got inspired by his friend who 
had mobile carwash. It was low cost for starting so it was great for starting 
entrepreneur. 
 
R: Before we start discovering your opinions about the process of collecting 
information from clients I would like to learn how this process looked with your 
project? (Digital Farmers process changed a lot). 
 
Client:  

- Agency CEO was friend of Rene’s friend so he felt comfortable contacting him 
- He had vision of the website in mind, so he gave his instructions for the 

website to person from agency 
 
 



R: I assume when you start new project there is a lot of emotions going on. Decision 
to let someone create your website is also a big decision. Many people don’t know 
exactly how web-design process look like. When you were approaching our agency 
what were you feelings? What were your doubts, uncertainties or something you 
really wanted to ask? 
 
Client:  

- He was a bit in doubt because he had some vision of the website in mind and 
for Rene letting someone to design it, means that designer will merge his 
vision with Rene’s vision. Hence, he was scared that a website would be a 
little bit out of his direction. He was surprised that it came out better than he 
expected. 

 
R: Now when your website is ready and looking good, if you would go back in time , 
what would you improve in that process? And what would you take out completely of 
that process? 
 
Client: 

- For Rene the process went very smooth. He contacted CEO of agency, who 
is friend of his friend. During first talk, he gave his vision for the website. He 
liked that he could be involved in the process of designing website and gave 
his own remarks before the final version. However, there was not a lot of 
things he wanted to change, hence he considers his process as very smooth. 

 
R: When you got in touch with Digital Farmers did you know exactly what you 
needed in terms of services? Think of website and all that is connected to it like: 
logo, social media, branding etc. 
 
Client: 
“Agency definitely gave me advice, because in my mind my website was simple 
white-pager with simple sections. Agency told me to go for two pages and to divide 
them with subjects. It was much better!” 
 
“I consider agency advice something positive. If I had to do it, it would look very 
simple, just two lines of text some photos, like before-after pictures and link to 
Facebook page. They really helped me with structure (subjects).” 

-  
 
R: How important is for you to talk with person from design agency in person? (by 
mistake I didn’t ask this question) 
 
Client:  



 
R: Very often designers conduct so called Design Thinking techniques with clients in 
order to understand their goals, target group etc. I prepared for you one technique 
called MoSCoW. Its aim is to prioritize requirements for the website. I have with me 
special sheet and post-its that we will us for it. 
 
Now I would like you to imagine you don’t have a website yet and we want to find out 
what your website should and should not have. On the MoSCoW sheet you will find 
4 columns: 
M - for must-have, this is something you believe is complete must for your website 
and without it website won’t make sense. 
S - stands for should-have. Something that your website should have, which would 
delight your users. 
C - stands for could-have. Something that would be nice to have on the website if 
there is time for it but it’s not a priority. 
W - for won’t-have. Something that you don’t want to have on the website because it 
would be bad for your business. 
 
MOSCOW session - 5 minutes 

 
MoSCoW session results 



R: Now when we are after the MOSCOW session I would like to ask you how you 
experienced this method? How much easier or harder it was for you to share your 
requirements with that method comparing to the original process? 
 
Client: 

- When asked was it easier or harder: “At the end I think it’s harder. You have 
to really put in in a boxes and it’s difficult to say. WIth you guys (when 
contacting agency) I could really share what I want in one good flow. For me 
personally, it’s easier to tell different things than put it in boxes” 

- When asked if he thinks that MoSCoW makes you think about things you 
didn’t think before: “Personally I wouldn’t think what I don’t want, only what I 
want.” 

- For Rene it’s easier to tell all the things he believes his website should have in 
informal way (in person/phone/video), the same as he would talk with his 
friend and let agency take it from there. “That’s exactly how it went with us, I 
was asked what I want and how I see my website and it was actually very 
good”. 

 
R: To understand what features clients value in the process of collecting information 
I prepared list of features. For each feature I would like to ask you two questions: 

- How would you feel if process included (feature)? 
- How would you feel if process did not include (feature)? 

 
To answer these questions you can use 5 phrases:  

a) I would enjoy it 
b) I expect it 
c) I am neutral (or I don’t care) 
d) I would dislike it, but I can tolerate it 
e) I would dislike it, and I wouldn’t use the product because of it 

 
KANO method survey - 5-10 minutes (SEE APPENDIX) 
 
R: Thank you for your time in answering these questions. Before we go to the next 
step of that session I would like to ask if there is something you would like to share 
regarding process of collecting information at the beginning of the design process. 
Something I forgot about or something you really want to share? 
 
Client: 

- “So I contacted them (agency), and they really told me how my vision of the 
website would be. Then I made small PDF file with things I would like to have, 
like pictures, and send it to him. Then they started it was quickly done 
actually.” 



- When asked that it seems like he doesn’t like to be that involved in the 
process: “I know that you as a designer know your job so your opinion is more 
valuable, because I don’t know anything about websites and design. I prefer 
to let people who know what they are doing to do their job, even if I don’t like 
it, I know that you (designer) know what you are doing. 

 

Part 1 analysis 
Persona 

 
 
My general insights 
I see Rene as small entrepreneur who doesn’t like being employed by someone and 
so value in being in control of his own time. My general impression is that Rene 
really liked how smooth the process went during his original process where he only 
shared his vision and requirements during talk, which can be seen as small, informal 
brainstorming session with client. On the other hand Rene is specific client, because 
he trust designer's knowledge and skills in almost 100%, so even if he didn’t like 
something he was of opinion that designer know what he’s doing and that he made 
right decision. 
 
For Rene design techniques didn’t seem so appealing, as he prefers to just tell what 
he needs in one flow. However, I have hypothesis that this opinion might be 
influenced by not well explained purpose and activities that technique involves. For 
example during interview I asked Rene if MoSCoW technique didn’t make him about 



things that he didn’t think before. He answered positively, that normally he wouldn’t 
think about what his website doesn’t need to have. Hence, I believe that if the goal of 
technique would be easily understandable clients would see more value in that 
method. 
 
I could see that for Rene talking on phone or meeting in person from agency is 
something natural, something he expects. Rene can hardly be called “digital nomad”, 
because he doesn’t know how web-design process look like and what it involves, 
also terms like ‘SEO’ don’t say anything to him. That fact means that for such project 
talking with somebody is just something natural, as he might not know many terms, 
solutions and all things connected to web-design process. 
 
For Rene stressful emotion he had was at the beginning of the process, or better to 
say before the process actually started. He had some vision of the website in mind, 
but he knew that if some designer will take it, he will add some elements and 
solutions based on his beliefs, and that Rene’s original vision would go in different 
direction. On the other hand, he was positively surprised with final outcome. 
 
For Rene, advice he received from agency was something extremely useful. As he’s 
not designer, he didn’t know exactly what was needed for his website. He had vision 
for something very simple and agency proposed to go for more pages and dividing 
the structure. He agreed with it right away. On the other hand, for Rene as 
mentioned previously, such talk and advising was something he expected. 
 
Insights 

- client should be able to share his vision in one flow (not/only a bit 
structured) 

- if creative technique is presented to client, the goal of it and 
activities it involves should be very clear 

- form/agency should speak with client in “his language” (no geak 
talk) 

- being able to advise clients on requirements for the website is 
something extremely powerful 

- client expects to actually talk with someone from agency (chatting 
is a bare minimum) 

 



Part 2 - user test 
R: Since the time the website for you was made the process of collecting information 
from clients in Digital Farmers changed a lot. Currently we developed a special form 
which aim is to understand general needs and goals of client. 
 
I would like to ask you to fill in this form the same as you would fill it when you didn’t 
have website. After you complete that task I would like to ask you couple questions 
about that. Is all clear? 
 
User test - 5 minutes - screen recording 

 
User Test set-up 
 
 
R: How would you compare that concept to your previous process of collecting 
information? 
Follow ups: Was it easier? What was surprising for you(positively)? What was 
disappointing? Do you have some ideas for improvement from client perspective? 
 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1nRj81YzcCcbonag4jPEB2Bk7kT4bE7mP


Client:  
- when asked to compare original and current process: “Well, I think this is 

good if you don’t know anything else, but it’s not so personal. You don’t get 
any reply (feedback/advice) if you should do that, like with pages selection. 
When I talked with Apollo he immediately said you need two pages to have 
good website. And here I didn’t know that so I just put one page - no extras. 
So it’s not really that personal. But if you don’t know anything else it’s good. I 
think it’s basic” 

- when asked if he didn’t know CEO of agency: “It could still be personal with 
him even if I don’t know him. So I would still prefer to contact him (call for 
example). 

- when asked about what was surprising (positively): “It was not really 
surprising. I believe these are basic question, about what you need to know to 
start with the website. 

- Rene didn’t find anything disappointing in the concept but he considers it very 
basic. 

- when asked about about improvements from client perspective: “It’s good but 
I would make it more personal. Maybe some video call or chat. Because like 
with SEO, some people don’t know it like me, so you can’t click it if you don’t 
know it, so maybe a live chat where you can ask it”. 

 

Part 2 analysis 
My general insights 
In general Rene believed the form was not personal and basic. He didn’t really have 
any problems with filling it in, but he would describe this experience as something 
new nor surprising. He believes that fact that from doesn’t feel personal is the 
biggest problem. I noticed that he doesn’t really mind that it happens on computer 
(not in person), but just the concept itself didn’t include any communication with 
actual person. 
 
The most powerful insight that this user test showed is about giving feedback. For 
example Rene didn’t know what ‘SEO’ means. He tried to ask that question by 
hovering over the button, but the concept didn’t respond with any feedback. Hence, it 
is important that website ‘speaks the client language’ and can somehow answer his 
questions and doubts. Moreover, interesting can be combining answering to these 
questions with advising on that specific topic. 
 
Insights 

- form should talk client’s language 



- it is important to answer user’s questions and doubts and give feedback on 
his current actions 

- experience of the concept should feel more personal. Proposed solutions: 
video call, live chat, call 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Appendix 1 - Kano Analysis 
Questions: 
Question 1: How would you feel if process included (feature)? 
Question 2: How would you feel if process did not include (feature)? 
 
Answers: 

a) I would enjoy it 
b) I expect it 
c) I am neutral (or I don’t care) 
d) I would dislike it, but I can tolerate it 
e) I would dislike it, and I wouldn’t use the product because of it 

 
 

Feature Answer 1 (if 
included) 

Answer 2 (if didn’t 
include) 

Feature 
category 

Live video support a d A 

Advise on selecting 
services 

a e P 

Fixed price for each 
service 

b c I 



General budget for 
whole project 

c c I 

Pre-payment for 
project? (for 
example 50% of 
project’s price) 

b a Q 

Meeting in person a d A 

Creative technique? 
(like MoSCoW 
conducted during 
that interview) 

b c I 

Live chat support a e P 

Manual selection of 
services (like logo, 
SEO etc.) 

a c A 

Specifying number 
of pages you need 
(and let the agency 
decide it for you.) 

d a R 

Creative session 
with designer to 
improve your 
website’s design 
together. 

b c I 

 



 
 
M: Must-Be 
P: Performance 
A: Attractive 
I: Indifference 
Q: Questionable 
R: Reverse 
 
 


